2022
BOOKS

JANUARY 2022
TITLE

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
Marketing

Deadly Science 3,4 & 5
8 books in series
January 2022
32 page Hardcover
260mm x 230mm
$24.99
Curriculum Based
AG print and digital
Life Cycles - 9781925847819
Earths Changing Surface
9781922388636
The Solar System
9781922388643

FEATURES

Australian Geographic in partnership with Corey
Tutt (NSW, young Australian of the year) and
Deadly Science are proud to present a Deadly
Science book series.
Publishing in August 2021, January 2022 and June
2022 these eight books will cover engaging
science topics that inspire primary-aged readers
to ask questions experiment and learn about how
scientific principles impact the way we live.
Focusing on topics such as Animal Adaption, Life
Cycles and Renewable Energy, these books will
teach scientific principles with a focus on
Indigenous knowledge and wisdom.
The books will also examine how those scientific
principles are at play in our daily lives from inner
city school gardens to rural communities.
.

FEBRUARY 2022

TITLE

THE STORY OF AUSTRALIA

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
SERIES
Marketing

1st June 2022
32page Hardcover
275mm x 225mm
$24.99
Curriculum Based
12 in series
AG print and digital

ISPN’s
1915–1932: 9781922388179 1965–1983: 9781922388209
1933–1946: 9781922388186 1984–2002: 9781922388216
1947–1964: 9781922388193 2003–2020: 9781922388223

THE STORY OF AUSTRALIA
An Australian history curriculum-linked,
multi-volume set telling the story of Australia in
chronological sequence from pre-colonial times to the
present.
An essential book set for every school or public
library, it is suitable for students researching aspects
of Australian history as well as adults seeking a concise,
colorful history of the nation.

MARCH 2022
TITLE

PIP & PETE’S ADVENTURES

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
Age Target
ISPN
Marketing

March 2022
Perfect bound 32page, paperback
247mm x 192mm woodfree stock
$19.99
5-12 years unisex
9781922388407
PR Campaign investment

Pip & Pete’s Adventures.
A new comic book series focused on the adventures of
two cheeky kids who want to save the world.
Each book is based on science and
climate change, with the first adventure set in Antarctica.
Both educational and entertaining, the series will be a
voice for kids who care about the planet and its future.

MARCH 2022
TITLE

AUSTRALIA’S NATURAL HABITATS ANIMAL STICKER BOOK

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
Age Target
ISPN

March 2022
112 pages, paperback
264mm x 205mm
$16.99
5+ years
9781922388421

AUSTRALIA’S NATURAL HABITATS
ANIMAL STICKER BOOK
Create your own incredible scenes using reusable stickers
exploring Australia’s diverse landscape and the animals
that call this continent home.
Match the animals on the sticker pages to their rain forest
or desert habitat and learn about which animals live in
which parts of Australia, from under the sand to the tops
of the trees!

MARCH 2022
TITLE

BUMPER AUSSIE ROAD TRIP QUIZZ &
ACTIVTY BOOK

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
Age Target
ISPN

1st March 2022
Perfect bound 64page, paperback
264mm x 205 mm
$14.99
8+
9781922388537

BUMPER AUSSIE ROAD TRIP
QUIZZ & ACTIVTY BOOK
Round up your friends, put your heads together, and test
your knowledge on all things Australia.
Ideal for long road trips and summer holidays. Bumper Aussie Road Trip Quiz and
Activity Book contains a whole stack of quizzes on Australian landmarks, geography,
sport, politics, language, entertainment and more. So become Australia’s number one
quiz champion!

• Trivia questions that will test you, your friends and your family. *
• Activities that will get kids thinking and learning.
• Fun and educational tool for primary school-aged children.

MARCH 2022
TITLE

AUSTRALIA’S MOST DANGEROUS
WITH FIRST AIDE GUIDE

On sale
Page Extent
Format
RRP
Age Target
ISPN

March 2022
192 pages
210 x 148 flexi
$34.99
Adult
9781922388629

AUSTRALIA’S MOST
DANGEROUS WITH FIRST AID
Explore some of the treatments and
recovery strategies from Australia’s
Deadliest creatures:
• In depth profiles on our most
dangerous snakes, spiders, insects
and marine life.
• Contains clear distribution maps,
colour photographer’s and other
useful facts.
• Featuring some of the best content
from Australian Geographic Most
Dangerous and Most Deadly Series.
• Offering a First Aid section at the
back covering practical life
situations .

APRIL 2022
TITLE

PERPTUAL CALENDER

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
Target
ISPN

Rerelease April 2022
Perfect bound 12 pages, paperback
305mm X 145mm
$14.99
All Ages
9781922388704

PERPETUAL CALENDER
You’ll never miss a birthday, anniversary or other
important date again with this stunning perpetual
calendar. This calendar boasts large, clear grids
so you can easily record crucial annual events,
and is filled with 12 spectacular images from the
extensive AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHIC photographic collection.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes 12 stunning photos from the Australian Geographic image library,
Can be used year after year,
Captions provide details on photo contents. Publicity:
Promotion on AG website,
Advertising in AG journal,
Advertising in Australian Geographic journal and website,
Australian Geographic Christmas catalogue.

APRIL 2022
TITLE

EXTRAORDINARY & ENDANGERED

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
Target
ISPN
Marketing

April 2022
48 pp Hardback (Creatura Format)
215 X 170 mm
$29.99
All Ages
9781922388469
External PR campaign

EXTRAORDINARY & ENDANGERED
Careless human interaction with the natural
world has pushed many of Australia’s most
extraordinary native animals to the brink
of extinction.
This book offers an empowering opportunity for
people to
engage with the creatures that need us
most and participate in the repopulation of these
threatened animals.

MAY 2022
TITLE

AUSTRALIA’S INCREDIBLE INSECTS

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
Target
ISPN
Marketing

May 2022
112 page , hardback
297 mm x 220mm
$34.99
5-12 year olds
9781922388780
AG print and digital

AUSTRALIA’S INCREDIBLE INSECTS
Your one-stop Explore modern Australian insects,
non-insect hexapods and life cycles. Their importance
of insects to the ecosystems of our world, and to
our own survival, cannot be overstated. But it can
be challenging to relate to them as fellow living
beings when their bodies structure and function
are so dramatically different from our own.
This guide will demystify the way that insects live,
from the fine detail of their internal processes
to the way they co-exist with all other forms of life.
Reveals the function and inner workings of the insect world,
providing in-depth technical understanding of insects and their
anatomy.
Features species from all around the world.

MAY 2022
TITLE

ULTIMATE SURVIVOR

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
Target
ISPN
Marketing

May 2022
32pp Hardback
276 mm x 230mm
$19.99
5+
9781922388353
AG print and digital

AUSTRALIA’S INCREDIBLE INSECTS
From camouflage to poison, many animals use all kinds of tricks to
outwit and outrun predators. Australia is home to some of the
strongest, smartest and sneakiest survivors in the world. But only
one animal will be crowned the Ultimate Survivor.
• Great imagery from the Australian Geographic library
• Reflects on animal adaptations and the importance of a
healthy foodweb for species survival.
• Can be sold as a pack with Ultimate Predator.

JUNE 2022
TITLE

HOW TO RAISE OUTDOOR KIDS

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
Target
Marketing
IPSN

June 2022
368 pp, Hardcover (AG Practical Series)
234mm x 194mm
$44.99
Mums/5+ years
PR campaign investment
9781925847994

HOW TO RAISE OUTDOOR KIDS
How to Raise Outdoor Kids is where inspiration, howto guide and science-based health research
come together.
This inspirational guide will bring mothers and
children outside enjoying activities they have
never done before.
How To Raise Outdoor Kids will cover 30
topics, each with its own chapter
- camping, swimming, cycling, planting vegetables,
playing outside on rainy days and more.

JUNE 2022
TITLE

Deadly Science 6,7 & 8
Animal Survival -9781922388650
How Plants Thrive - 9781922388667
Renewable Resources 9781922388674
8 books in series

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
Marketing

June 2022
32 page Hardcover
260mm x 230mm
$24.99
Curriculum Based
Tier 1

DEADLY SCIENCE
Australian Geographic in partnership with Corey Tutt (NSW, young
Australian of the year) and Deadly Science are proud to present a Deadly
Science book series.
Publishing in August 2021, January 2022 and June 2022 these eight books will
cover engaging science topics that inspire primary-aged readers to ask
questions experiment and learn about how scientific principles impact the
way we live.
Focusing on topics such as Animal Adaption, Life Cycles and Renewable
Energy, these books will teach scientific principles with a focus on Indigenous
knowledge and wisdom.
The books will also examine how those scientific principles are at play in our
daily lives from inner city school gardens to rural communities.
.

JUNE 2022
TITLE

Re-release - In Living Memory

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
ISPN’s

June 2022
224 page Paperback
300mm x 240mm
$49.99
All Ages - Coffee Table book

IN LIVING MEMORY
Due to popular demand and being a Australian Geographic’s best
seller, we are re-releasing this beautiful retro coffee table book in
paperback.
In Living Memory survey’s the decades of 1930- 1970’s with a
collection of fascinating and entertaining photographs of everyday
Australian life.

Author Alasdair McGregor places the images in their historical context
with a thoughtful essay to introduce each of the four chapters –
the way we lived,
the way we moved,
the way we worked
and the way we played.
This warmly nostalgic collection will appeal to all ages.

JULY 2022

TITLE

The Bird Journal

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
ISPN’s

July 22
159 page Hardcover
90 mm x 120mm
$19.99
Adult

THE BIRD JOURNAL
The Australian Geographic Birdwatcher’s Journal provides a practical,
pocket-sized journal for all your bird observations.

Within these pages you will be guided by an easy to follow
template encouraging attention to detail of each bird’s appearance,
behavior's and includes a comprehensive list of Australian bird species.
Whether you are looking to start bird watching as a hobby,
or are a true veteran of this past time, this practical pocket
size journal with its ‘how to guide’, gear advice, and a link to
bird clubs is all you need to take to the field for your next adventure!

JULY 2022
TITLE

RE-RELEASE For The Love Of Birds

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
ISPN’s

July 2022
208 page Paperback
275mm x 225mm
$49.99
Adult - Coffee Table book

FOR THE LOVE OF BIRDS
Due to the success of the original hardback we are
releasing For The Love Of Birds in paperback.
Georgina Steytler, one of Australia’s most gifted wildlife
photographers, is passionate about birds and conservation.
In For the love of birds, you’ll get to know some of Australia’s
830 species of birds in a series of beautiful and powerful
images that will reconnect you with our natural world and
inspire you to notice the wonderful birds all around us.

AUGUST 2022
TITLE

Natural Living

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
TARGET AUDIENCE
ISPN’s

August 2022
224 page Hardcover
205mm x 160mm
$34.99
Adult

AUTHOR Rebecca Sullivan

TBC COVER
In 2012, Rebecca signed on as a presenter on Love to Share on the TEN
Network in Australia, is guest presenter on ABC Gardening Australia, has
appeared regularly on Channel TEN’s The Circle and Breakfast Shows, as well
as Channel Nine’s Morning and TODAY show. She is a popular presenter for
her simple dishes, great advice and wonderful ideas for a simple sustainable
home. Rebecca is also an OZ Harvest, BALL USA and LIFE Education SA
Ambassador and writes for SA Gardens, NITV, ABC Organic Gardener,
Junkies, In the Moment Mag and Delicious to name a few.

NATURAL LIVING
AG has partnered with Rebecca focusing on the sustainable home. This
stunning photographed book contains a trove of knowledge for
anyone who wants to improve their health with nature.
In this thought-provoking and inspiring guide, Rebecca Sullivan shares a
combination of humor, traditional wisdom and modern ideas.

AUGUST 2022
TITLE

Australia’s Best 100 Rides

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
Marketing
ISPN’s

August 2022
272 page Flexi
168 mm x 226mm
$39.99
Teenagers/Adults
External Contractor

AUSTRALIA’S BEST 100 RIDES
•

Following on from our Best Seller Australia’s Guide to The Best 100
Walks we are now releasing as part of this series Australia’s Best 100
Ride

•

In this much anticipated book, we reveal our best 100 rides with
detailed descriptions and stunning photography to inspire both
weekend riders and seasoned athletes.

•

Few people have the time to survey a range of rides – it can take years
to find a handful of good ones.

•

Here is your book to inspire you to get out there and discover our
country on a bike.

TBC COVER

SEPTEMBER 2022
TITLE

AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHIC NATURE
PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE YEAR

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
Marketing
ISPN’s

September 2022
120 page Hardback
205 mm x 160mm
$34.99
Teenagers/Adults
SA Museum and Australian Museum Exhibitions

AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHIC NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY OF
THE YEAR
The bioregion that encompasses Australia, New Zealand, Antarctica and New
Guinea possesses a unique natural heritage stretching back more than 80
million years, to the break-up of the great southern continent of Gondwana.

The South Australian Museum and Australian Geographic focus on enhancing
a general knowledge of this extraordinary legacy by encouraging
photography of the region’s nature and landscapes and promoting it in an
annual competition to find the Australian Geographic Nature Photographer
of the Year. Australasian Nature Photography: The year’s best wildlife and
landscape photos is a collection of award-winning and shortlisted images
from the 2022 competition

OCTOBER 2022
TITLE

SCOUTS : 1000 ACTIVITIES TO DO

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE

October 2022
272page Flexi Cover
168 mm x 226 mm
$39.99
5+

ISPN’s

Scouts: 1000 ACTIVITIES TO DO
Australian Geographic has partnered with the South Australian Scouts team,
to create this inspiring kid’s activity book and educate the message of being
a Scouts member like how some of our very own Australian Geographic
Adventurers started.
Rain, hail or shine, this book will stop you from ever getting bored again.
Try bag ice cream, making a windchime and learn how to fish with the
experts.
Light enough to tuck into your bag and take on your next holiday, this book is
a must-have for every family

OCTOBER 2022
TITLE

SUNBURNT COUNTRY (name TBC)

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE

October 2022
160 page Hard cover with Jacket
260 mm x260 mm
$39.99
All Ages -Coffee Table

ISPN’s

SUNBURNT COUNTRY (name TBC)
Australian Geographic is extremely excited about hosting an experiential
event showcasing the beautiful parts of our country based on the Dorothea
Mackellar poem, My Country .

The event will be a set up in a similar format to Van Gogh event.
A Sunburnt Country will be taken Nationally to each city and some regional
Centre's. Once the event is completed in Australia it will be taken
internationally.
Dorothea Mackellar wrote a poem about Australia that inspired our whole
country. Our land of sweeping plains awaits in this beautiful photographic
book that captures the rugged place in which we live against the poem My
Country.

TBC COVER

OCTOBER 2022

TITLE

Australia’s Weird & Wonderful
Animals

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
ISPN’s

October 2022
32 page Paperback
260mm x 260 mm
$24.99
5+

TBC COVER

AUSTRALIA’S WEIRD & WONDERFUL ANIMALS
Kids & Adults love to look at weird creatures and even
better when they are in Australia this book will blow
them away with the different animals that many people
rarely see.
There is so much that we don’t know about Australian
species!

For instance, Blue glaucus (or a Blue dragon) is a species
of small, blue sea slug, a pelagic aeolid nudibranch in the
family Glaucidae.
You can find them washed up on beaches on windy days,
but don’t touch them – they are poisonous!

COVER TBC

OCTOBER 2022

TITLE

Aussie Creepy & Spooky Quiz Book

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE

October 2022
64 page Paperback
265mm x 205 mm
$14.99
5+

ISPN’s

AUSSIE CREEPY & SPOOKY QUIZ BOOK
Round up your friends, put your heads together, and test your knowledge on
all things spooky!
For starters do you know where Australia’s most haunted house is?
Have you heard about the story about the man who vanished into thin air in
South Australia!
You’ll want to leave the lights on for this one!

TBC COVER

NOVEMBER 2022
TITLE

Don’t Talk About Us Without Us

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE

November 2022
272 page Paperback (Facing Fear Format)
153 mm x 234 mm
$34.99
Adult

ISPN’s

Author – Damian Coulthard
Damien Coulthard is from Adnyamathanha country. He grew up in Quorn
and Nepabunna South Australia, very connected to his heritage and culture.
A high school teacher now in his seventh year at Le Fevre High School in
Semaphore, he is the coordinator for the South Australian Aboriginal Sports
Training Academy, which focuses on academic learning, achievement and
acceleration through sports. Damien also sits on the SANTS South Australian
Native Title Board as a Director, putting him directly in touch with local
Aboriginal communities working on land rights.

DON’T TALK ABOUT US WITHOUT US
Indigenous author Damian Coulthard lays the path for every Australian on
how we can at last make peace with Country and navigate our true history.

We cannot change what has happened, but we can do better and Damian
will show you how to do that thoughtfully and help us to move forward –
together.

TBC COVER

NOVEMBER 2022
TITLE

The Story of Australia – Bind Up

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
Marketing
ISPN’s

November 2022
408 pages Hardcover
275 mm x 225mm
$49.99
Every Australian Family
Contractor external

The Story Of Australia - Bind Up
A must have for every Australian Household.
The Story of Australia Bind Up is all 12 titles of this new Australian
history curriculum-linked series , telling the story of Australia in
chronological sequence from pre-colonial times to the present
with our first national voice coming through in each chapter.
There is nothing like this out in the market that gives a point of view
from our First Nation’s voice.
A book not like any other History book in Australia.

TBC COVER

NOVEMBER 2022
TITLE

SUSTAINABLE : GARDENING

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
Marketing
ISPN’s

November 2022
208 page Flexi
mm x mm
$49.99
Adults
External Contractor

Author - REBECCA SULLIVAN
A food curator, sustainable living advocate, Author, regenerative farmer,
teacher and entrepreneur having founded Australian Native wellbeing brand
Warndu with her partner Damien.
Warndu is an indigenous owned company and means good in the
Adnyamathanha language, native to the Flinders Ranges country in South
Australia.
Warndu’s mission is to REGENERATE culture, community, tradition, heath
and our soils. Every product we make includes one or more Native Australian
Ingredients.

SUSTAINABLE : GARDEN
Australian Geographic has partnered with Rebecca Sullivan to show
Australian’s how to create the ultimate sustainable garden . Rebecca shows
how this can be affordable, beautiful and sustainable, in this no-fuss guide
to being a green thumb.
The book is filled with ideas, inspiration and projects you will want to try.

TBC COVER

DECEMBER 2022

TITLE

Aussie Dangerous Quiz Book

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
ISPN’s

December 2022
64 page Paperback
265mm x 205mm
$14.99
5+

AUSSIE DANGEROUS QUIZ BOOK
A great book to keep the kids busy in the school holidays
while learning.
An engaging quiz book on anything dangerous in Australia.
Kids love to learn about scary dangerous things.
A great Christmas stocking stuffer!

Cover TBC

DECEMBER 2022

TITLE

Australia’s Amazing Marsupials

On sale
Format
Size
RRP
AGE
ISPN’s

December 2022
32page Hardcover
297mm x 230mm
$19.99
5+

TBC COVER
Australia’s Amazing Marsupials
Following on from our best selling series Australia’s Amazing:
Sharks, Dolphins and Whales, Dinosaurs.
….Australian Geographic will be releasing Amazing Marsupials.
Kids have such a thirst to learn about these magnificent
cute animals and will look at the images for hours.
An easy to read and visually stimulating kids book, we
know this book will be bought up.
Perfect timing for a Christmas present.

